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Kim Goguen: 

F1: [Well let’s start with what we have done, uh what we did yesterday.]  

R1: The ad-rich say the deep O.R. nod bear he woe. Slave grant Stello. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to starting with what was done yesterday is an advertisement from the rich (wealthy) 
that is expressing emphasis being placed on the deep state operating room (perhaps War 
Room/Planning Room) of the sorrows and distresses of those in power connected to their slave 
granting whatever Stello is. There is a Stello Ai showing up on a Google search. 

 

F2: [I did tell you in our last update that I was gonna go kick some ground command] butt.  

R2: Name of Martin skate boardin’ in the zoo-out-their-Fed. Fox out run where you last stayed here. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the forward is a well-known Martin (Is Ground Command Lockheed Martin?) 
connected to rolling around to create chaos connected to the Fed. Perhaps this is referring to 
the Federal Government or the Federal Reserve? This will be connected to the sly fox getting out 
ahead of where we are starting today in the story. 

 

F3: We’ve talked a [about the fact that there are many groups that are coming and going.] 

R3: Your warden in your mock-her-debts, we’re Keenan-married-the-death-club. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to Kim’s prison warden is in the form of groups coming and going connected to being 
false connected to our country’s debts in some way connected to Keenan (is Neil Keenan playing 
a role in this op?) and these groups are united with the death club. This is likely talking about the 
(transhuman) death cult syndicate.  

- Here’s RS I’ve found on the Death Cult Connected to Charlize Theron, Matthew McConaughey, 
Queen Elizabeth, Rothschild, Israel… 
1. 



#NWOCeleb Eugenic Transhuman Death Merchant Syndicate RS on Its Cult and 
Frying Humans- 3 mins- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SZzmBOVEi4 
2. 
Sabrina Wallace's RS and the Public Private Network Staging a Global Coup- 
1hour- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EW_eE01CnQ&t=0s 
3. 
Rothschild, Queen Liz II, Sophia the Robot, Israel, & the Transhuman Trafficking 
Syndicate RS- 36 mins- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9yPHBZH4ic&t=0s 
 
 
Once Keenan showed up in Kim’s RS, I checked to see if they knew each other and found their 
WWE Psyop Drama very quickly. Neil tried to sell me a 45k laptop he claimed was a healing 
machine. This scamming network is a money-from-suffering network that literally spreads 
misery as a means of dominating those not in the club. Neil Keenan just published a video 7 
hours ago at the time I’m writing this. I had no idea he was still in the game or connected to Kim 
until I started doing this RSA. 
https://rumble.com/v2zd8i4-kim-goguen-intel-associates-betray-their-own-neil-keenan-
benjamin-fulford-t.html 
 
And here’s a video of a guy who seems to have figured out that they are all scamming but does 
not seem to understand what they are keeping people away from knowing about- 
https://rumble.com/v2zd8i4-kim-goguen-intel-associates-betray-their-own-neil-keenan-
benjamin-fulford-t.html 
 
 

Tiffany Fontenot’s Vetting Statement on Kim Goguen: 

F4: [Is Kim Goguen working for Lockheed Martin in an operation to fool people?] 
R4: Whore beef wolf wish and they share a partner and ate in Rome beef haul off micro night, but 
make's it. 
F = 0:00:01 to 0:00:10, R = 0:00:01 to 0:00:10 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to whether Kim Goguen is a Lockheed Martin psyop contractor is the herd that 
follows the Whore Ai’s wish for something connected to a partnership of consuming connected 
to conquering people by telling them you’re getting rid of evil microwaves, but actually making 
the products to roll it out. 

 

Kim Goguen: 

F5: We [had 120,000 arrivals of what you would consider] Source’s angels. 

R5: Heard it snake the weed up. Fat saw they are rotten as zoo-eyed. Pee-an-ocean. There’s nothin’ 
over there. 



Interpretation: 

- Connected to the claimed 120,000 arrivals that you need to consider, is an understanding that 
there is nothing there but deception and the choking of life and instead of seeing protection, 
there is rottenness connected likely to the Eye cult and/or who have the perspective of those 
with a personal operating system in chaos and who contain an ocean of disrespect. 

- What kind of person would you have to be to lie about these things for a living to good people? 
You’d have to be a great liar and you’d have to be able to straight up swindle good people who 
listen to you and see them as total suckers for falling for what you are telling them which is 
about as disrespectful as you can get imo. And people running these psyops are likely to be very 
aware they are keeping you preoccupied so that you won’t be able to stop the genocide they 
are distracting you away from. Research the Internet of Everything that will cull you down, alter 
you, punish you, keep you from traveling without permission, neuro-enslave you and your loved 
ones. THIS is what you are being distracted away from that this nut-ball cult has been working 
on for decades with your own tax money and the fraud they perpetrate on you and your loved 
ones as an entire syndicate that participates in money-from-suffering scamming on everyone 
else as a means of domination for power and control. So they literally spread misery as a 
business model. Please see the RS and the Sabrina Wallace file for more information. Then start 
calling this stuff out and start getting your news from your own truth speaking consciousness. 
 
 
These psyop contractors are taking your eye off the ball and the ball is the Internet of Everything 
entrapment of Creation. Please see the videos and read the documents contained in this file 
folder on my drive for more information on what allllll these psyops have been designed to 
gatekeep you from and please GET YOUR NEWS FROM YOUR OWN CONSCIOUSNESS INSTEAD 
OF PSYOPS AND PROPAGANDA DESIGNED TO ENSLAVE YOU. THANK YOU. 
http://tifvision.net/drive/Sabrina%20Wallace-%20Psinergy/ 
 
 
Video Links from OSSV (Our Still Small Voice) for Sabrina Wallace Parts 1, 2, and 3- 
 
Sabrina Wallace Part 1- Sabrina Wallace's RS and the Public Private Network Staging a Global 
Coup 
 
YouTube- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EW_eE01CnQ&t=0s 
 
 
Sabrina Wallace Part 2- Networks, Transhuman Business Models, the TSDB, Traitors, & Torture 
Training can be watched on either link below, but was too controversial for ShitTube- 
 
Bitchute- 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RKdJJfFMhGoc/ 
 
Rumble- 
https://rumble.com/v42p1ih-sabrina-wallace-part-2-networks-transhuman-business-models-
the-tsdb-traitor.html 
 



 
Sabrina Wallace Part 3- Networks, Transhuman Business Models, the TSDB, Traitors, &Torture 
Training 
 
YouTube- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLb58wjoLLY&t=0s 
 
 
OSSV’s all-in-one link for our free information, supporter information, services, and goods. Plz 
support our work so we can continue to bring this information to you- 
https://hy.page/ourstillsmallvoice 
 
OSSV’s Digi Media Store- 
https://hy.page/ossvdigitalmedia 
 

And here’s our QR Code to share that’s also in this file folder as a Jpeg image- 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


